
 
EFT Masterclass 2007 - Feedback 
 
The presentations were wonderful. It has given me great inspiration and motivation which is 
what I was hoping for. I am now keen to move forward…. I thought it was expensive…but it 
was worth every penny. I learned a lot from all the sessions I attended - this was a Very High 
Value course…THANKYOU!   
 
The sessions with live demonstrations with course participants, especially Gwyneth's 
Imagineering - both her introductory explanation and then tapping with the individual were 
outstanding. 
 
most everything! The plenary presentations were superb, and the breakout sessions I 
attended were generally excellent, and certainly well-informed 
 
The presentations (including demos) and break out sessions were inspiring and informative.  I 
feel I have learned lots of new things and been reminded of things I knew but have forgotten. 
 
I enjoyed the variety between presentations, discussions and demos and thought the choice 
of breakout sessions was brilliant. Just didn't have enough time to go to everything! 
 
The excellently good vibes of the whole event; the efficiency; timing; information content of 
both days; smiles and efficiency of the hotel staff (except the bar); the temperature of the 
halls; the location; the time of year; the general healing atmosphere over all..... exactly - 
actually better- than I'd hoped.  Over all vibes, efficiency/ambience far exceeded Gary Craig's 
training in Bolton 2 years ago! PS: your 'call back' music was great too..... less jarring than 
his! 
 
The atmosphere, the friendliness, the presentations. I have  watched some of Gary's dvd's 
and seen  the audience participate in these but it is so different to be there and have the 
energy flowing so freely.  It has given me great inspiration and motivation which is what i was 
hoping for. I am now keen to move forward and do my level 3 and get some clients. I thought 
it was expensive as I don't earn much yet but it was worth every penny. On the way home i 
listened to 'Take That' and 'Shine' and thats what i'm going to do now. THANKYOU Also 
magic buttons has gone down well with my daughter, and i feel he will remind me to tap daily 
which I am not in the habit of doing. So thanks to Linda too. 
 
Live Therapy demonstrations of different methods - a privilege to watch and excellent tuition 
 
Hearing so much from the Masters which was valuable and inspirational.    Meeting other 
EFTers from all over the world.  The feeling of elation that I have more and more tools to 
share something so powerful as EFT and make a difference to as many people as I can.   
 
The content was excellent, the pace was very good and the organisation was impressive, so 
the way that it all flowed made the experience enjoyable. Also I had really looked forward to 
meeting other EFT'ers and I was not disappointed as I met and shared experiences with 
some wonderful people. 
 
All the morning presentations were superb and I give thanks to everyone.   So to were the 
chosen sessions I attended.  There was such a wonderful atmosphere the whole weekend, so 
warm and friendly. 
 
This is a very difficult question as it was all wonderful!  I gained greatly from the variety of 
individual approaches to using EFT; and the wealth of diversity was perhaps the greatest 
strength.  I learned most from experiencing those whose approach/outlook was new to me or 
relatively so:   
 
All the sessions where the Master showed us their specific way of working and backed this 
demonstration up with real solid evidence i.e. how they worked it all out. 



 
Thank you for opening the whole thing with group tapping it broke the ice and jelled the group 
so well. Getting together with such positive people with such wonderful presentations was 
fantastic and also the fact that we took part in so many sessions with the borrowing benefits 
technique. I agree that the music cue was a good idea as it got you prepared in an easy way. 
Well done Gwyneth and helpers as it must have been a mamouth task to organise so much. 
 
The hugely inspiring group of like minded people coming together to share, express, develop 
and learn. Wonderful. 
 
The friendliness was heart warming, the organisation and timing were superb and the venue 
was excellent. 
 
Best presentation for me was Gwyneth and Imagineering, appeared to be so simple and 
straight forward. Had great success using it with a client on Monday morning. Another 
fantastic tool for the toolkit. 
 
Special thanks also goes to Linda Wood and Magic Buttons. Once again was keen to 
introduce my bear, purchased at the event, to a client who is having a very difficult time with 
with her divorce and her three children. My problem is that she took him home last Saturday. 
 
Standing out for me was the extraordinary presentation by Ann Ross on procrastination. She 
has a unique way, very balanced approach, straight forward jet gentle getting to the point. 
Marvellous. 
 
I felt that Gwyneth organised the whole event in a first class manner and also presented very 
well. You are the tops Gwyneth. Well done. I loved the presentation and the creative ideas of 
Magic Buttons.   I also liked the reframing session with Maya.  
 
I especially valued  Rue's facilitation of my EFT1 group, Gwynneth's Imagineering, Sue and 
Emma's EFT2 session and Ann and Helen's hard work and support throughout the 1 + 2 
training. 
 
I particularly enjoyed Carol Look, Rue Hass, Ann Ross (Procrastination).  Sue Beer was 
superb during the Freedom from Addiction breakout session. 
 
Ann Adams and Ann Ross were wonderful. Paul wrting and doing therapy- was great. 
 
The dialogue breakouts with several masters present were extremely insightful 
 
I enjoyed everything I went to and got something out of everything. The ones that stick in my 
mind most is Gwyneths imagineering. 
 
Filming on Friday afternoon with Ann Ross - The Art of Procrastination. This lady is so tuned 
in, client centred and empathic.  She reached other parts I believe Heinekin could not reach.  I 
am still tapping on stuff that is coming to the surface and very grateful to her. 
 
The dialogue hosted by Sue Beer was a refreshing change.  It was so useful to hear other's 
experiences and views on the use of EFT with Addictions.  I learned so much and feel it will 
enhance my work with my clients. 
 
The presentation by Karl Dawson was very interesting but I found the demonstration of Slow 
EFT overwhelming.  I would have preferred more information about the effects that technique 
has before it was used in such a short space of time. 
 
Gwyneth Moss was amazing.  I was mesmerized by the whole presentation and 
demonstration.  She was empathic, gentle and so compassionate.  This is certainly a 
technique I shall be adopting.  I was disappointed when it was over, I just wanted more.  I 
intend to book onto her retreat so I can receive more. 
 



I love Rue's work and was delighted at the rapport that went on between her and David.  I 
was so refreshing to see such humour and lightness and I enjoyed the use of movement for 
the client.  Another technique I look forward to using.  I am currently working through her 
book. This is where I stand. 
 
I am so pleased that someone had the courage to demonstrate the possibility of using the 
spiritual aspect along with EFT.  I know it is not suitable to use with all client's but I have 
wondered for a long time whether anyone works in that way.  I found Maya's presentation 
informative, interesting and profoundly loving.  Thank you Maya. 
 
The dialogue set up by Judi Byrne and Co was the icing on the cake for me.  The opportunity 
to listen to these Masters talk about Peace was wonderful.  Well done Carol for being so 
radical and open and to Maya, well actually to all of them.   
 
I feel truly inspired by all that I saw, heard and experienced from the wealth of knowledge and 
openness of all.  thank you each and everyone who took part.   
 
All of the masters brought their own style with great results.  
 
A lot of the delegates i spoke to said they were impressed not only by the compassion and 
care shown by the masters but by the fact that they are addressing the big issues such as 
cancer and other serious diseases,they were interested in  hearing and seeing the progress 
being made in these areas. 
 
Loved Maya's presentation as I felt a strong connection to my Higher Self during that session. 
 
 
I enjoyed all the sessions that I attended. Maya was excellent, I was able to let stuff not 
usually accessible come up as I felt so safe with her. I enjoyed the Turkish doctor's 
presentation. I went to Linda's session and having completely dismissed the magic buttons 
bear I decided to buy on and found a black one for myself the next morning and have started 
to use it and love it. Ann's presentation on procrastination was also super and it has already 
had an effect for me. For me I found inspiration and help in all the sessions and I thank all the 
presenters for their time and effort. 
 
Dialog on addictions (panel): very clear and informative. 
 
Tania Prince - very calm, clear and direct. 
 
Gwyneth Moss - imagineering- the light demonstration: what a wonderful way! 
 
Rue Hass - perfect and very clear, great cooperation between her and 'David' 
 
Maya de Vries - great demonstration with lots of effect for a lot of people present 
 
Paul Lynch - color of pain: intense, caring and quick. 
 
It was hard to choose which to attend.  Such a delight to see the Masters meet the Masters in 
the flesh. 
 
Gwyneth, Maya, Judy & Rue are inspirational to me.  
 
Every session I attended gave me something personal to me.  I shifted a lot of my own 
baggage and I also learned some fantastic techniques.  I gained different things from different 
people and couldn't say one presenter was better than another as they all taught me 
something about myself and a lot about EFT. 
 
The surprise for me was the optional extra session with Linda Wood (and her bears) which I 
attended more out of curiosity than interest. I am grateful to Linda for showing me a totally 
different way of helping clients to access feelings and to work with the energy. It was very 



enlightening. 
 
I had read Gwyneth's Imagineering article but to experience her demonstrating the art live 
was enthralling.  
 
Every break out sesson I attended was valuable and it was good to have the choice of joining 
the level two candidates for two sessions on topics that i particularly wanted to learn more 
about. 
 
Just a big thank you to all who presented. I was very inspired by Carol Look approach to living 
life on purpose but also inspired by the processes developed by Gwyneth and Rue in 
particular and am itching to try these out with clients. The breakout sessions on marketing 
and addictions were also tremendously useful. 
 
Anne ross- Mktg was very useful.  Dialogue on Addictions session was great- Sue beer. 
 
Gwyneth Moss-Imagineering session also very good, great technique 
 
I learned a lot from all the sessions I attended - this was a Very High Value course (and I say 
that as someone who has attended many courses on many different subjects over a number 
of years!). 
 
Gwyneth's presentation marked a turning point in the proceedings for me. There was 
something that felt so respectful, gentle, absorbing and inciteful about Gwyneth's way. I 
learned loads personally and in terms of expanding and improving my 
techniques/practice/way of being. Thankyou Gwyneth. 
 
Emma Roberts was a life changing demo for me. The love she expressed, and the respectful 
therapeutic relationship she developed with the client were profound and her natural manner 
and instinct were a joy to behold. I open my heart to the possibility of working with people 
having cancer soon. It was really fabulous, inspired work. Grateful thanks. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 


